**English Grammar and Usage (212-001)**
Mon and Wed, 2:00-3:15

Laura Ambrose, lambrose@uwm.edu

Improve your grammar: Become a better writer.

Good writing does not happen at random. The best writers understand the structure of the language and know how to leverage it to their advantage. Like professional auto racers, not only do they know when to shift gears and accelerate, they also know what is going on under the hood.

In English-212, you can learn to master the fundamental building blocks of English. In this course, we study the grammatical terms and concepts that are key to sentence structure. We also explore how this knowledge can be used to create and edit texts more effectively.

Many examples and practice exercises are provided to help you succeed in this course. The material is presented at a steady but accessible pace. (Sometimes, it’s even fun.)

There are two optional textbooks: